SOME
ACCOUNT
OF THE
WELCH Charity-Schools;
And of the
RISE and PROGRESS
OF
METHODISM in WALES,
Through the Means of Them, under the
sole Management and Direction of Griffith
Jones, Clerk, Rector of Landower in
Carmarthenshire; in a short History of the
Life of that Clergyman, as a Clergyman.

Goddeith a roit mewn Eithin
Gwanwyn Craf, trwy'r Gwynnon Crin;
Anodd fydd ei dioddi;
Ac Un Dy a'i hennyn He. i.e.
One Sinner destroyeth much Good.

*Mong thes, there was a Politician,
With more Heads than a Beast in Vision;
And more Intrigues in Every one
Than all the Whores of Babylon;
And, in his Dark Pragmatick Way,
As busy, as a Child at Play.
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